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ON THE VARIATION IN THE EXPERIMENTALLY 
DETERMINED VALVES OF THE MESON MASS 
By D. M. BOSE *, 
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MISS BIBHA CHOUDHURI 
(RCCCi7Hd jor I'ubUcalioJl, Sc{>t(,lIlbcr 9, 19,/1) 
ABSTRACT. III this paper all rclialJle natn on t!WSOIt lIlass aetrrmil)atiuns have Lecll 
collected together. The assumptions underlying the diffen:nt experilJ1C'utai methods as well as 
their reliability have been disclIssed. 1t is fOllnd that larg(' variatiuns in till' meson 1IIaSS 
values occur, both when different experimental lIIet!wds are used as well as when the sUllie 
method is used by different observers. It is "I:I(le probable that apart fro111 the large errors of 
measurements associated \\ith the present mdhocls of nltson mass del{'flllinatiuns, the ,'ariatioll 
in lIlass values depend also ill sOllle way not rqlresen~blc by the relntivit.,· formula on the 
veloCity of the meson particle. Possible CHuses of sllch variations arC' <1iSl'llSsed. 
I. INTROD'CCTtoj'; 
In a previous paper by one of us, (CholHlhuri I<o).1'l), (referred to as Paper I), 
a method is described of measuring the mass of cosmic ray particles which produce 
single ionisation tracks on photographic plates exposed l1nder air to cosmic rays 
at Sandakphu (elevation 12 ,000 ft.). The rcsults of measurements madc on two 
plates exposed at different times to cosllIic radiation is given in Table 1. 
Plates I and II were Ilford new halftone plates, taken fro\11 two different 
batches ordered from England at intC'rvals of one year, and S(;11t to ,Sandakphu 011 
two different occasions between which one year intervened. Plate I recorded a 
larger number of ionization tracks than Plate II; in the latter very few tracks were 
found in which the mean gruil1 spacing between silver grains deposited along 
them lay between 5 and 6/l. In spite of the differenccs in the sCllsitiveness of the 
two plates, the average mass of the penetrating particles hat! very similar values 
and varied in a similar way with the cm:rgy. Such agreement between the mass 
values as function of the 1I1can energy of the part ic1es, appeared to us to preclude 
the possibility of the mass variation being due to statistical enol's. Starting from 
low encrgy particles, it will he noticed that the average mass diminishes with 
increasing energy of the particles to a minimum, and then again it increases. 
It is well·known that wide variations in the experimentally determined 
meson mass values have been obtained by competent observers, using different 
experimental methods. Even the same experimental llIethod used by different 
investigators have led on different occasions to widely differing mass values. Such 
variations, in the results obtained by ODe and the same observer may be due 
partly to experimental difficulties, and ill the results of differellt i11vestigators 
using the sal~le technique, to the different mcthods ofinterprcting their cl:pcri· 
mcntal observatio1ls. One good example of such differences ill illterpt ctation is 
the different empirical methods used by Williams and WilsOll (1939). and t,y 
Corson and Brodc (J938) of deducing the velocity ~c of the ionising particles'as 
functionoftbe reJative ionizatiol1 density D along their tracks (see se~tion 3 A). 
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But even making allowances for the occurcnce of large experimental errOlS, 
the Illass values obtained are so widely different that it has led competent investi-
gators like Anderson and Neddenneycr (1939) to the statement" it has become 
increasingly likely that a complete interpretation of the experimental dala is not 
found in the single assumption of an unstable particle with a single charge and 
a unique mass of the order of 200 electron mass". 
Another characteristic constant of the meson, 'Viz., its proper life time TO' 
also shows large variations in experimentally determined values. Weisz (19F) 
has recalculated the rest life time of cos11lic ray mesons obtained by different 
observers, on the basis of the sUllie rest mass. The values of the rest timc thus 
recalculated still disagree amongst themselves and they are shown by Weisz to 
be function of the mean path-length of the decaying meson employed in the 
different experiments. Weisz says" when instead of the existence of only one 
possible value of the rest mass, for which we have no cxperimental evidence, a 
distribution of rest mass is assumed, the described phenomena call be accounted 
for. regardless of what form the mass distribution may have". The assumption 
Illade by Weisz is 'that at each energy t11ere is a distribution of rest mass alllongst 
the mesons". Bernadini (ci al 1941) conclude their rece,nt short communication 
"Differential measurement of meson life time at different elevations" with the 
remark" we wish to call attention to our results that (fC 2) / T increases with ill-
. d .. S" (2)/ ( 2 I ;--~(j? creased altitude an a1)erage mcson energy. ,mee f C .• = II C )ITo V ]-/,. 
this quantity should diminish with increasing (3, i.e .• if the interpretation of their 
experimental results hy these investigators is valid, then it would imply that the 
rest mass of the meson increases with its energy in a manner not accountable by 
the theory of relativity. 
With such variety of results and of their interpretations, on the existence 
and possible cause of the variation in the rest mass of the meson, it seemed worth-
while to examine the existing experimental data 011 meson mass measurement 
and to find out whether any correlation can be found bet\\'een the kinetic energies 
of the meson particles and their rest mass values. 
The experimental data discussed in this paper are taken fro111 
(i) a collection of results of twenty-four mass determinations of Whedcl' aud 
Ladenburg (1941). 
(ii) additional fom llJass determinations recently published by Niclson and 
Powell (1943). 
(iii) five mass determinations containcd in Paper 1. 
2. THEORY 
The methods whidl have so far been employed for determining the 
mass of the penetrating cosmic ray particles are based upon observations 011 the 
tracks of such particles in Wilson cloud chamber. Only in the method developed 
by us have observations been made on tracks of such particles in photographic 
emulsion. The principal characteristics of such ionising particles are its charge Ze, 
mass p. and velocity 11. Undcr certain special cirCt1l1J5tance~, c.g., during close 
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collisions of such high energy particles with atomic nuclei, the other characteris-
tic constants of the particles, 'Viz., its spiu and magnetic moment become effective. 
Further during close collisions interaction of non-electrical nature can occur. 
For our present purpose the knowledge of the first three constants arc sufficient. 
It is an observed fact that, barring some results of Schopper (1939) on tracks of 
cosmic ray particks in photographic enmlsiolls, all the cosmic ray particle tracks 
with (3 near unity, have approximately the same ionization density, from 
which the conclusion is drawn that these cosmic ray pmticles carry the 
same charge e. Using this assumption it is necessary to make two independent 
observations for the determination of the mass of the penetrating particles. 
For all Wilson chamber observations, one sncll determination is the curvature of 
the tracks of the particles in magnetic fields: the latter is given by the equation 
f!(3 r 
pc=Hep, where 1)=~I-132 (I) 
The other measurement is usually based upon the loss of energy suffered by the 
penetrating particles in the media traversed by them. The specific charge 011 thest 
particles is such, that radiation loss of energy is negligible. 
The ionization of such singly charged particles is given by the equation 
dE = Z7rN.TZc 4[log IIlC'1fj2_Wul_ + (I_fj2)] 
dx /11(''2(32 - (r_/32)I2Z2 
Where W 1Il is the maximulTI energy transferred by collision from the moving 
particle of mass fi. and velocity /3c to an electron, and I is tbe average excitation 
potential of the atoms traversed by the particle. The calculations of the energy 
loss is rather complicated when \ve come to the relativistic region. Ladenburg 
and Wheeler (1941) have shown that the expression for the energy loss takes a 
simple form --=- In K+ln-~ + (r-/3 ) dE A [ . (32 2 J dx fj2 1--/32 
when the following approximations are made. (a) The mass p. of the primary 
particle is large compared to the electron mass, (b) its energy is small compared to 
/L )/!C 2, \m-
(c) it is moving faster than the bound electrons in the stopping at0111s, and (d) its 
capture and loss of electron can be neglected and its nuclear charge is 110t very 
large. It will be seen that the mass and the energy of the penetrating particles 
used for mass determinations lie in snch regions that these criteria are generally 
satisiied; only in the case of the passage of heavy particles in photographic 
emulsions, it was shown by one of us (Choudhuri, 1942) that the conditions (c i 
& (d) are not satisfied, 
3. METHODS 
We shall now discuss the different experimental methods. 
Method A. Ionization loss and curvature-The largest number of. mass deter-
minations has been made from measurements of the curvature of penetrating' 
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particle tracks in a magnetic field. together with a count of the average number of 
ions per em length of the track. The function on the right hand side of (3) varies 
as 1/(:12 for f3<0.9 and has a minimum value for f3 = 0.97 and then increases with 
increasing f3. The ionization corresponding to this minimum value is denoted 
by 10 • For such measurements only particles are selected for which f3<O.97. 
\Ve define a quantity D = 1/10 as the relative s;pecific ionization, and the experi-
mental technique consists ill deducing the value of (3 from measurements of D. 
For this purpose two methods have been used 
(a) Wilson and Williams (1939) IMvc counted the number of distinct groups 
of droplets per cm lcngth in sharply defined Wilson chamber tracks of low 
energy e1ectrollS. Each group correspond to one primary ion pair. 'rhey 
represent the number of ions produced by the empirical formula 1= Iof3- 1 ·1-. 
According to Corson and Brode (1938) the theoretical expression (3) can well be 
represcnted in the interval 0.2<f3<0.g by a similar expression 1=10(3-]'8. 
The mass values determined by thc elllPirical curve arc larger than those obtained 
from the theoretical curve. 
(b) In the method used by Corson and Brode (1938) the expallsion of the 
cham her is delayed, to enable the oppositely charged ions produced along the 
track of the ionizing particle to separate under the influence of an applied 
elel'tric: field. 'rhe measurements then malic do not give the primary ionization, 
but the probable ionization, i. e., the primary ionization plus the ionization 
produded by secondaries of energy lower than a certain critical energy. The 
minimum probable ionization was found to be 50 i01ls per cm track in air, O 2 
and N2 at N.T.P. Corson and Brode have constructed a nomograph, frolllwhich 
knowing the value of Hp and D the value of }J. can be obtained. 
In Table II A are collected ail the data on the meson mass determinations 
using the above method. In view of the large discrepancy in the values obtained 
by different observers, and the different mcthods used by them to correlate D 
with f3 we have grouped separately the results of the measurements of (i) William 
and Pickup, (ii) Nielson and Powell, and (iii) also a number of isolated 
measurements by other iuvestigators. In each group the data are arranged in 
order of increasing kinetic energies of the particles. 'rhe kinetic energies of 
these particles given in column I are calculated from their momenta, on the 
assumption that the mesotron mass is 200 mo. 
Method n. Curvature and Range-This is a convenient method as it does 
not involve measurement of specific ionisation loss atld is therefore independent 
of any special assllmptions underlying the ionisation loss formula. Since the 
loss of energy per em of track of all particles carrying the same charge. depend 
only on their velocities we can write the range R=k. m.j('V); and for all 
particles starting with the same initial velocity --~ = ~. If we take the 
. Rj! . tn2 
second particle Ii proton. we can, by putting a reasonable value for ml> .find the 
valueR$ .the range of a proton particle starting w-iththe same initialveloclty; 
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(3c. The value of ,Be for a proton with a given range can be obtained froDl the 
empirical curves given by Livingston and Bethe (J937). The corfect value 
tnl = P will be such as to satisfy the equation .1 p(3e 2- = Hcp; where Hp is ob-
'VI-(3 
tained experimentally. Corson and Brode (zoe. cit.) consider this to be the most 
accurate method of measuring mass, provided all the data are given with the 
same degree of precision. But as Ladenburg and Wheeler (I941) point out, 
the drawback of the method is that as the particle slows down it is subject to 
increasing amount of scattering which it is ,difficult to make allowances for. 
Thus it is found that the largest amount of discrepancy occur amongst the mass 
determinations by this method. The results ale given in Section B of Table II. 
The results obtained by Maier Leibnitz and some obtained by Anderson and 
Neddermeyer have been omitted as being widely; outside the probable range of 
values of the meson mass, which we take to vary'~betwee11 IS0 mo - 3001110_ 
Method C. Curvature and Momentum lOss-The change of momentum 
suffered by a fast particle after traversing a heavy metal plate of known thick-
ness can be used for accurate measurement of mass in the non-relativistic region 
according to Ladenburg and Wheeler. The change of momentum suffered after 
traversal through a thickness D.x of the given plate is D.p= He . D.p from which 
e 
I I I · D.E f:~ D.p we lave t le re atlon ----- ·=c) --. D.x D.x This value can be introduced in equation 
(2) or (3) to get the value of (3. The resolving power of the method is poor for 
Hp» 4 x IOn gauss cm. The mass determinations according to this method 
are given in section C of Table II. Nishina originally determined the meson 
~ass using Bloch's form of the energy loss formula and found the value of p. 
to be between 180-260 mo. Later on using Bhabha's formula for relativistiC 
loss, he found the value of p. to be (r80 ± 20) mo. The energy of his particle 
is - IQseV and falls within the 11on-relativistic range, hence there af,pears to be 
no justification for his using the relativiSotic energy loss formula. 
Method D. Curvature and electron collision-The recoiling electron receives 
such a large amount of energy from the colliding primary particle, tbat it can 
produce an ionization track of at least a centimeter length. The energy or 
momentum of the recoiling electron can be determined either from its range or 
curvature in the magnetic field. 
M elhod E. Photographic plate method-Here the mean ionisation along 
a long meson track and its curvature due to multiple scattering are determined. 
The average number of silver gtains deposited per unit length -of the cosmic 
ray particles is assumed to be proportional to the initial kinetic energy of the 
particle. Further it is assumed that both the meson and the proton carry one 
unit of charge, so that when these two particles start with the same velocity, 
the mean grain number deposited along their tracks will be the ~me. The 
mean kinetic eSlergy of a number of cosmic ray particles which have the same 
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mean grain number can be deduced from the mean curvature of their tracks 
in the photographic emulsion due to multiple scattering. In this method the 
ratio of the mass of the unknown particle to that of the proton is determined 
from the raiio of the kinetic energies of these two particles which have the same 
mean grail:! spacillg along their respective tracks in a given photographic 
emulsion (Table 1). 
-4. DISCUSSIONS. 
It will be noticed that in spite of large variations in the values of the meson 
mass obtained, (j) by using different experimental methods and (ii) by different 
investigators using the same llJethod, that certain general trend in the variation 
of the meson mass with the kinetic energy of the particles appear. For example 
it is found that for higher velocitie5 the meson mass, as determined by the 
different methods, appear to increase with the particle energy, in a way not 
representable by the relativity formula. Purther it also appears, fr0111 a consi-
deration of the results obtained by the methods A and E, and they contain the 
largest number of measurements, that starting with the low velocity particles, 
the measured values of the meson mass diminish initially with the particle 
energy to a minimum value, which appear to lie in the region of 6 to 10 x 106eV 
in the caSe of Wilson chamber meson tracks, and of 1.0 x IOoeV in the case of 
meson tracks in photographic emulsion. That this variation is dependent on 
the particle energy is show11 by the measurements 1l1ade on photographic tracks. 
Each mass measurement is based upon summation taken over track lengths 
varying from 10 to 33 i1111umber. This is contrary to the assumptio11 made by 
Weisz (1941) "that at each energy there is a distribution of rest mass." We 
shall next discuss the possible explanations which ca11 be put forward to explain 
such observed variations in the meson mass. 
(a) The energy loss equatio11 is correct, but the assumptions underlying 
the deduction of formula (3) are not satisfied, viz., (i) the energy of the particle 
is small compared to fCIl.( Il. ) which for mesons is -10 10 e V and (in the 
mo 
particle velocity is large compared to those of the bound electrons of the atoms 
traversed by the particle. 'fhe filSt condition is satisfied by all the penetrating 
particles used in the mass determinatio11s, and so also the second condition. 
It was shown by one of us (Choudhury, 19·12) that the second condition was 
not satisfied in the cast: of OI,-particles of energy between 5 to 10 x IO H e V. It 
was observed that the ratio of track lengths of OI,-particles of a given energy in 
photographic emulsion/air, came to 7 x 10-· against a theoretically expected 
value of 5 x 10-4 • This was explained by us as being due to the presence of 
heavy atoms like Ag, Br, etc., in the photographic emulsion, in respect of some 
of whose inner bound electrons c011dition (ii) is not satisfied by the particles. 
(b) The. theoretical ionisation loss. formula does not correctly represent 
experimental facts. Against this it may be pointed out that the methods B B:nd.E 
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do not lllake U~t; of theio!li~:ltiolJ loss formula. In both use is madc of the 
empirically determined relatio11 between the range and ellergy of protons iu air 
and in photographic emulsions. 
_p_la_te ___ I 
n. I 
II 
I 
No. I 
.1 
I 
A (I) i 
I 
I 
(ii) 
(iii) 
B 
C 
J) 
Energy 
5.0 x l()seV 
5·8 x )(}eV 
9·2 x 106 
.'i x l()6eV 
5. 6 x 106 
1.15" lOi 
2·3 x Ioi 
4 x IOseV 
4 -' x JoseV 
l.o3xw7eV 
1.6 x Io7e'''' 
.68X JOseV 
1.3 x lOReV 
13 x JOSeV 
13 x 107eV 
9 x J08eV 
1.6 x JOBeV 
1.8 x JOSeV 
45 )( J06eV 
43 xJ07t:V 
]\Iass 
220 ± 50 
160 ± 3" 
~ 190 ±6() 
225 ± 20 
240 ± 15 
155 ± 30 
230± 20 
160 
200 
<200 
220±35 
250 ± 50 
18c-260 
180 + 20 
(recalculated) 
TABLE I 
Mean energy Mass in units of 1110 
12 
n 
33 
. 2.7 "ro6cV 
1.05 x IoseV 
0.6 xlOseV 
221 
160 
263 
1.1 x H,8eV 
... 68" lo8eV 
180 
257 
TAnr.E II 
Cnrvatl1re and 
iouisation 
Curvature and 
Range 
" 
" 
I Chnnge ill cmv. due 
I to passing through 
I'''d P"',: 
I Curvature antl celli-I' ,;00 .;t h .""ron 
Reference 
William & Pickup, Nature 
141, 684 (1938). 
ditto 
Neilson & Powell, Phys. Rev. 
63, 384 (1943) 
ditto 
ditto 
Stret & Stevenson, Phys. Rev. 
53, 1003 (caJcl1 lated by 
Corson & Brodel (1937) 
Starr & Brode, Phys. Rev. 53, 
3 (1938 ) 
Corson & Brode, Phy. Rev. 
53, 215 (1938) 
Ehrenfest, Jr. C R. Paris, 
206, 428 (1938). 
Nishina, Takcuche, Phys. 
"Rev. 55, 585 (1939)' (Consi-
dered doubtful) 
Brode &. Starr. Phy; Rev. 53, 
3, (1938) 
Andcrson & Neddermeyer, 
Phy. Rev. 50, 26 (1936) 
Ander~on & Neddermeyer, 
Phys. Rev. 54, 88 (1938) 
Wilson, Proc. Roy .. Soc. 172, 
521 (1939) 
Wilson ditto 
Nishina, Phys. Rev. 55, 585 
(1939) 
Hugl e5, Phys. Rev. 60, 414 
(1941) . 
Leprince, RilDguet, Phys. 
ROT. 59, 460 (1941). 
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(e) The charge on the meson does not remain constant-there has been a 
certain amount of speculation as to the existence of ne"utral meson (neutretto). 
According to the recent theory of Hamilton, HeitIer and Peng (1943" the 
existence of neutretto is assumed. The cross section for the transformation of 
a neutretto into a charged meson is taken to -c- Il , where e is its energy. Thus 
at comparatively low energies of the order of 101;-107 cV, there is some pro-
bability of a charged meSOI1 losing and recovering its charge by nuclear 
collisions, depending in some wily en its velocity. If that happens the average 
charge on a low energy lI1eson will be les:> than unity, and be some function of 
its velocity. 
(d) The meson lIIass is not a constant, but is a function of its kinetic 
energy. This assumption will also support the interpretation given by Bernadini 
et al (IY41) of their observations on the values of meson life time at different 
elevations. 
The above discussion on the possibility of the meson JIlass being dependent 
in some unknown ""ay on its velocity is of an exploratory nature only; its 
purpose is to draw attention to the desirability of undertaking: further accurate 
investigations on mass determination of cosmic ray penetrating particles with 
different methods and using particles of widely varying kinetic energies. With 
these additional results it wilJ he possible to find out whether such a variation 
of mass exists, and if so how the variation depends upon the kinetic energy of 
the meson particles. 
DOSE RliSliARCH INSTIl'UTJi, 
CALCUTTA. 
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